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Outline

• Simple subtraction

➡ Motion correction

• Quantitative perfusion:

➡ A short course in tracer kinetics.
➡ Measuring arterial blood magnetization.

• Examples

• Parameters

• Advanced quantification:

➡ Partial Volume Correction
➡ Macro vascular contamination
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What Have I Got Here!?

• What I have...

• What I want...

• What should I do? I just want to do something simple/easy!

I must have absolute perfusion (ml/100g/min)
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Example (simple)

• What I have...
➡ASL data!

• What I want...
➡A perfusion image (in this 

subject).

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction
➡Average

Tag (labelled)Control Perfusion
(difference)

- =

Tissue - bloodTissue + blood 2 * blood
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Example (simple)

• What I have...
➡ASL data!

• What I want...
➡A perfusion image (in this 

subject).

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction
➡Average

Tag (labelled)Control Perfusion
(difference)

- =
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Motion correction

• 6 DOF registration (constrained) on raw data.

• Tag and control images have (subtly) different contrast
➡do separate correction for tag and control series.

• Background suppression: static tissue has low contrast.

• Multi-TI: Background may have variable contrast.
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Example

• What I have...
➡ASL data
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.  
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

- =

✓
←
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Kinetic Model InversionIntroduce
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Kinetic Model Inversion

Arterial Input 
Function

Time

Tracer
concn

Tells us about the 
delivery of the 

tracer
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Kinetic Model Inversion

Residue
Function

‘time’

Tracer
Remaining

100%

Tells us what happens 
to the tracer after is 

has arrived.
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Kinetic Model Inversion

Tissue
(voxel)

Arterial Input 
Function

time
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Kinetic Model Inversion
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time curve
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Kinetic Model InversionIntroduce
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Kinetic Model Inversion

Tissue
(voxel)

LABEL

T1 decay

AIF

pASL

Parameters:
Bolus arrival time

Bolus duration
T1 decay (in blood)
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Kinetic Model Inversion

Tissue
(voxel)

LABEL

T1 decay

AIF

cASL/pcASL

Parameters:
Bolus arrival time

Bolus duration
T1 decay (in blood)
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Kinetic Model Inversion

‘Well mixed’
T1 decay

r(t)‣Rapid exchange:
single well mixed 
compartment
‣No spins leave the 

compartment
‣Decay with T1

Parameters:
T1 decay (tissue)
Bolus arrival time

Bolus duration
T1 decay (in blood)
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Kinetic Model Inversion

‘Well mixed’

LABEL

T1 decay

AIF

=

CTC

ΔM(t) = F ⋅ AIF(t) * r(t)

*

r(t)

Parameters:
Perfusion - F

T1 decay (tissue)
Bolus arrival time

Bolus duration
T1 decay (in blood)
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Kinetic Model Inversion

‘Well mixed’

LABEL

T1 decay

AIF

=

CTC

*

r(t)
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Kinetic Model Inversion

LABEL

T1b decay ‘Well mixed’
T1t decay

• The ‘simple’ model

➡ Only one T1 value (blood)

➡ Spins never leave tissue

• The ‘standard’ model:

➡ Separate T1 for blood and tissue 
(T1t < T1b).

➡ Spins leave voxel at rate 
determined by perfusion and 
partition coefficient.

r(t)

Buxton et al., MRM 40(3), 1998.
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Kinetic Model Inversion

LABEL

T1b decay ‘Well mixed’
T1t decay

Buxton et al., MRM 40(3), 1998.

General Kinetic Model for Quantitative Perfusion Imaging with ASL 

1 T1 (set) ----- 1.3 
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FIG. 1. Theoretical curves of pulsed ASL signal versus time calculated from Eq. [3]. Parameters for the solid curve in each plot are f = 0.8 
ml/min-ml, At = 0.5 s, T = 1 .O s, and T, = 1 .O s. Each panel illustrates the effect of varying one of these parameters: perfusion f (upper 
left), transit delay At (upper right), tissue relaxation time T, (lower left), and duration of arrival of tagged blood T (lower right). After the initial 
transit delay At, the ASL curve is proportional to local perfusion at all time points, but the early times are also sensitive to the local value 
of At and the later times are sensitive to the local T,. 

map of TIt (3, 13). Mathematically, the dependence on A t  
is weaker with the continuous labeling method than with 
the pulsed method, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 by 
comparing the signal offset at a fixed measurement time 
due to a change in At. However, A t  still remains as a 
problem for quantitation because it is a local parameter. 
Furthermore, with the continuous labeling method, the 
labeling band is typically farther from the imaging slice, 
and so A t  is likely to be longer (9, 13). For this reason, 
with either technique, it is critical to correct for the 
effects of At. Recently, Alsop and Detre (13) proposed a 
method for doing this by inserting a delay before imaging 
after the end of the long labeling pulse. The effect can be 
seen from Eq. [ 5 ] ,  which reproduces their equations. 
For t > 7 + At, the At term is completely canceled if 
Tlb = Tl', and even if this condition is not satisfied, the 
dependence on A t  is greatly reduced. This can also be 
seen in Fig. 2 (upper right panel). In this example, the 
curves for tissues with transit delays of 300, 500 and 900 
ms all produce approximately the same signal if a delay 
greater than 900 ms is inscrted after tagging and before 
imaging. Thus, to compensate for a range of transit delays 
to the imaged region, a delay before imaging equal to or 
greater than the longest transit delay is required. This 
results in some loss of signal for tissues with shorter 
transit delays, due to relaxation. 

The Double Subtraction Strategy for Quantitative 
Perfusion Measurements with Pulsed ASL 

For pulsed as well as continuous ASL, the measured 
signal depends strongly on the transit time from the 
tagging region to the image plane. For this reason, a 
pulsed ASI. measurement made at only a single inversion 
time is not sufficient to accurately calculate perfusion. 
Measurements are required at multiple inversion times to 
provide sufficient data so that the kinetic model can be 
used to estimate the local value of A t  as well as f. The 
form of Eq. [3] suggests that the minimum number of 
measurements required is two. In Eq. [3], the signal is 
directly proportional to the product of perfusion and a 
shifted time t - At, which is simply the amount of blood 
that has entered the voxel by time t. The other primary 
factors affecting the signal depend only on properties of 
the blood (M,,, and T,J.  These are thus global factors and 
do not depend on local tissue properties, so a uniform 
scaling correction to account for relaxation in blood can 
be applied to the raw signal images. The final parameter 
is the dimensionless factor qp, which accounts for the 
difference of blood and tissue T,s and for the clearance of 
magnetization by venous flow, However, for early times, 
qp is essentially constant with a value very near 1. It is 
only at later times that Q has a significant effect on the 
signal, and then only if the tissue TI is substantially 
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Kinetic Model Inversion

LABEL

T1b decay ‘Well mixed’
T1t decay

Buxton et al., MRM 40(3), 1998.
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Continuous ASL: Standard Model 
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FIG. 2. Theoretical curves of continuous ASL signal versus time calculated from Eq. [5]. Parameters for the solid curve in each plot are 
f = 0.8 ml/min-ml, At  = 0.5 s, T = 3.0 s, and T, = 1 .O s. Each panel illustrates the effect of varying one of these parameters: perfusion 
f (upper left), transit delay At (upper right), tissue relaxation time T, (lower left), and duration of arrival of tagged blood r (lower right). As 
with pulsed ASL, after the initial transit delay At, the ASL curve is proportional to local perfusion at all time points. However, the peak, 
steady-state signal is also sensitive to the local values of At and T,. By inserting a delay after the end of labeling that is longer than the 
longest At, the sensitivity to A t  is much reduced (13). 

different from that of blood, Tlb. Furthermore, by assum- 
ing that the magnetization begins to relax with the relax- 
ation time of thc tissue as soon as the water enters the 
voxel, we are undoubtedly overestimating the role of 
tissue TI. Although perfusion also enters the factor q, in 
the form of an apparent relaxation time TI ' ,  it has a 
negligibly small effect. A typical human CBF of 60 ml/ 
100 g/min corresponds to f = 0.01 s ', and with h = 0.9 
(32) and TI of approximately 1 s, the difference between 
TI' and TI is only approximately 1%. 

Thus, after a global correction for relaxation in blood, 
the signal will show an approximately linear increase 
with time, after the initial transit delay At, with a slope 
equal to zMoJ. And because Mob is a global parameter, a 
map of the slope is, in fact, an uncalibrated map of 
perfusion. Absolute calibration requires a separate mea- 
surement of Mob (ie. ,  the image signal of a voxel filled 
with fiilly relaxed blood). The slope of the curve can be 
measured with a minimum of two pulsed ASL measure- 
ments, if the TI of the first measurement is after At, and 
the second TI is before the end of the tag reaches the 
slice. We refer to this as a double-subtraction strategy 
because a pulsed ASL measurement at one TI requires a 
subtraction of tagged and control images, and the snbse- 
quent subtraction of two ASL signals at two TIs (after 
correction for decay in blood) yields a measure of the 
slope. 

Relaxing the Assumptions of the Standard Model 

As an illustration of the use of the general model, the 
effects of adopting more realistic forms for c(t), df), and 
m(t) are illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, we illustrate 
three different departures from the standard model rep- 
resented by Eq. 121: 

1. The delivery function is replaced by a smoother 
input function c(t), appropriate for delivery de- 
scribed by a range of transit times. In Fig. 3 (top), the 
smoothed versions of c(t) are shown on the left for 
both pulsed and continuous labeling. The resulting 
signal curves shown on the right were calculated by 
numerically calculating the convolution in Eq. [I]. 
Both the standard model curves and the curves with 
modified c ( f )  are shown. The time when a typical 
pulsed ASL measurement is made ( t  = 1 s) is indi- 
cated, along with the time when a measurement is 
made with continuous labeling using the approach 
of Alsop and Detre (131, in which a delay is inserted 
before imaging. For the more conventional contin- 
uous labeling approach, imaging would occur at the 
peak of the continuously labeled signal. Because the 
perfusion estimate is proportional to the signal mag- 
nitude at these measurement times, the difference 
between the two curves resulting from different 
forms of c(t) indicates the magnitude of error in the 
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Kinetic Model Inversion

white
noise

⊕

Parameters:
Perfusion - F
Bolus arrival time
Bolus duration
T1tissue

T1blood

Model
Data

Single-TI/PLD Multi-TI/PLD

Analytic solution Non-linear fitting
(least squares)

Fourier method (for BAT)

Bayesian inference (BASIL)    Chappell et al., IEEE TSP 57(1), 2009.
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Example

• What I have...
➡ASL data
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

What you need to know about your data:

pASL (pulsed) pcASL (continuous)

Post-labeling delay(s)

Labeling duration

Inversion time(s)

Bolus duration
(if QUIPSS/Q2TIPS)L

a
b

e
li

n
g or

✓
← T1 (tissue and blood?)

Bolus arrival time

M
o

d
e

l 

time

pASL label

cASL label

imaging

Inversion time (TI)

Post-labeling 
delay (PLD)
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Example

• What I have...
➡ASL data
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.  
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

- =

✓
← pcASL with 

labeling duration: 1.4 s
post-label delay: 1.0 s
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Parameters

• Perfusion

➡ Want to know this         - variable

• Bolus arrival time

➡ Want to correct for this - variable

• Bolus duration

➡ Set by sequence             - fixed

• T1 tissue

➡ 1.3 s at 3T                     - fixed

• T1 blood

➡ 1.66 at 3T                      - fixed
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Example

• What I have...
➡ASL data
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.  
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

- =

✓
← pcASL with 

labeling duration: 1.4 s
post-label delay: 1.0 s

Assume
T1 (blood): 1.6 s
T1 (tissue): 1.3 s
BAT         : 1.3 s
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Example

Perfusion (arbitrary units)
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Example

• What I have...
➡ASL data
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.  
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

- =

✓

←
✓
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M0 calculationIntroduce
tracer

Tissue
(voxel)

Signal

Arterial Input 
Function

Residue
Function

Concentration 
time curve
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M0 Calculation

‘Well mixed’

LABEL

T1 decay

AIF

=

∆M(t)

ΔM(t) = 2⋅M0a⋅CBF ⋅ AIF(t) * r(t)

*

r(t)

∝"2.M0a

M0a -M0a
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M0 Calculation

• Cannot measure M0a 
directly.

• indirect via brain ‘tissue’ 
magnetization.
➡Calculate M0t.

(M0 of ‘tissue’)

➡M0t to M0a.

M 0a =
M 0t

λ

Account for relative 
proton densities:

M0 (proton density) of the tissue
Ideally we want an image at equilibrium (very long TR)

Depends upon how we have 
acquired the data:
• TR
• Pre-saturation
• Background suppression

Get the M0 image from:
• control images
• separate calibration image
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M0 Calculation

• Cannot measure M0a 
directly.

• indirect via brain ‘tissue’ 
magnetization.
➡Calculate M0t.

(M0 of ‘tissue’)

➡M0t to M0a.

• Practicalities
➡Reference ‘tissue’?
➡Voxelwise?

Voxelwise Reference ‘tissue’

Calculate M0t     

Reference tissue mask
(CSF or WM)

M0t → M0a     

Single global M0a valuevoxelwise M0a value
(coil sensitivity correction)

Perfusion (ml/100g/min) = (Perfusion / M0a) * 6000
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ExamplE

• What I have...
➡ASL data
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.  
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

✓

←
✓

Calibration image

Steady state
TR = 6 s

Calibration 
reference

Control image

Saturation recovery
t = 2.4 s

BGS: OFFBGS: ON
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Example 2

Perfusion (ml/100g/min) Calibration: CSF mask
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EXAMPLE

• What I have...
➡ASL data - multi-TI/PLD
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

pcASL with 
labeling duration:  1.4 s
post-label delays:  0.25, 0.5, 0.75,1.0, 1.25, 1.5 s

1.65 1.9 2.15 2.4 2.65 2.9TI:
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Parameters

• Perfusion

➡ Want to know this         - variable

• Bolus arrival time

➡ Want to correct for this - variable

• Bolus duration

➡ Set by sequence             - fixed

• T1 tissue

➡ 1.3 s at 3T                     - fixed

• T1 blood

➡ 1.66 at 3T                      - fixed
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EXAMPLE

• What I have...
➡ASL data - multi-TI/PLD
➡ (calibration images)

• What I want...
➡ Perfusion in ml/100g/min

• What should I do?
➡Tag-control subtraction.
➡Kinetic model inversion.
➡M0 calculation.

pcASL with 
labeling duration:  1.4 s
post-label delays:  0.25, 0.5, 0.75,1.0, 1.25, 1.5 s

1.65 1.9 2.15 2.4 2.65 2.9TI:

Assume
T1 (blood): 1.6 s
T1 (tissue): 1.3 s
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EXAMPLE

• Data:
➡ pcASL
➡ tagging duration: 1.4 s

➡Single-TI
post-label delay: 1.0 s
Assume BAT of 1.3 s

➡Multi-TI
PLDs:1.65,1.9,2.15,2.4,2.65,2.9

Perfusion (ml/100g/min)

Single-TI Multi-TI

Arrival (seconds)
Multi-TI

Ratio
(multi/single)
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Parameters

• Perfusion

➡ Want to know this         - variable

• Bolus arrival time

➡ Want to correct for this - variable

• Bolus duration

➡ Set by sequence             - fixed

• T1 tissue

➡ 1.3 s at 3T                     - fixed

• T1 blood

➡ 1.66 at 3T                      - fixed

Estimate this from the data

Single-delay: assume a value
(minimize sensitivity of data)

Multi-delay: Estimate this from the 
data

Basic Processing : M.A. Chappell

Parameters

Tissue
(voxel)

LABEL

T1 decay

AIF

pASL

AIF

cASL/pcASL
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Parameters

• Sensitivity to arterial arrival time

General Kinetic Model for Quantitative Perfusion Imaging with ASL 

1 T1 (set) ----- 1.3 
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r(sec) 
- 0.7 - 1.0 

Pulsed ASL: Standard Model 
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FIG. 1. Theoretical curves of pulsed ASL signal versus time calculated from Eq. [3]. Parameters for the solid curve in each plot are f = 0.8 
ml/min-ml, At = 0.5 s, T = 1 .O s, and T, = 1 .O s. Each panel illustrates the effect of varying one of these parameters: perfusion f (upper 
left), transit delay At (upper right), tissue relaxation time T, (lower left), and duration of arrival of tagged blood T (lower right). After the initial 
transit delay At, the ASL curve is proportional to local perfusion at all time points, but the early times are also sensitive to the local value 
of At and the later times are sensitive to the local T,. 

map of TIt (3, 13). Mathematically, the dependence on A t  
is weaker with the continuous labeling method than with 
the pulsed method, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 by 
comparing the signal offset at a fixed measurement time 
due to a change in At. However, A t  still remains as a 
problem for quantitation because it is a local parameter. 
Furthermore, with the continuous labeling method, the 
labeling band is typically farther from the imaging slice, 
and so A t  is likely to be longer (9, 13). For this reason, 
with either technique, it is critical to correct for the 
effects of At. Recently, Alsop and Detre (13) proposed a 
method for doing this by inserting a delay before imaging 
after the end of the long labeling pulse. The effect can be 
seen from Eq. [ 5 ] ,  which reproduces their equations. 
For t > 7 + At, the At term is completely canceled if 
Tlb = Tl', and even if this condition is not satisfied, the 
dependence on A t  is greatly reduced. This can also be 
seen in Fig. 2 (upper right panel). In this example, the 
curves for tissues with transit delays of 300, 500 and 900 
ms all produce approximately the same signal if a delay 
greater than 900 ms is inscrted after tagging and before 
imaging. Thus, to compensate for a range of transit delays 
to the imaged region, a delay before imaging equal to or 
greater than the longest transit delay is required. This 
results in some loss of signal for tissues with shorter 
transit delays, due to relaxation. 

The Double Subtraction Strategy for Quantitative 
Perfusion Measurements with Pulsed ASL 

For pulsed as well as continuous ASL, the measured 
signal depends strongly on the transit time from the 
tagging region to the image plane. For this reason, a 
pulsed ASI. measurement made at only a single inversion 
time is not sufficient to accurately calculate perfusion. 
Measurements are required at multiple inversion times to 
provide sufficient data so that the kinetic model can be 
used to estimate the local value of A t  as well as f. The 
form of Eq. [3] suggests that the minimum number of 
measurements required is two. In Eq. [3], the signal is 
directly proportional to the product of perfusion and a 
shifted time t - At, which is simply the amount of blood 
that has entered the voxel by time t. The other primary 
factors affecting the signal depend only on properties of 
the blood (M,,, and T,J.  These are thus global factors and 
do not depend on local tissue properties, so a uniform 
scaling correction to account for relaxation in blood can 
be applied to the raw signal images. The final parameter 
is the dimensionless factor qp, which accounts for the 
difference of blood and tissue T,s and for the clearance of 
magnetization by venous flow, However, for early times, 
qp is essentially constant with a value very near 1. It is 
only at later times that Q has a significant effect on the 
signal, and then only if the tissue TI is substantially 
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FIG. 2. Theoretical curves of continuous ASL signal versus time calculated from Eq. [5]. Parameters for the solid curve in each plot are 
f = 0.8 ml/min-ml, At  = 0.5 s, T = 3.0 s, and T, = 1 .O s. Each panel illustrates the effect of varying one of these parameters: perfusion 
f (upper left), transit delay At (upper right), tissue relaxation time T, (lower left), and duration of arrival of tagged blood r (lower right). As 
with pulsed ASL, after the initial transit delay At, the ASL curve is proportional to local perfusion at all time points. However, the peak, 
steady-state signal is also sensitive to the local values of At and T,. By inserting a delay after the end of labeling that is longer than the 
longest At, the sensitivity to A t  is much reduced (13). 

different from that of blood, Tlb. Furthermore, by assum- 
ing that the magnetization begins to relax with the relax- 
ation time of thc tissue as soon as the water enters the 
voxel, we are undoubtedly overestimating the role of 
tissue TI. Although perfusion also enters the factor q, in 
the form of an apparent relaxation time TI ' ,  it has a 
negligibly small effect. A typical human CBF of 60 ml/ 
100 g/min corresponds to f = 0.01 s ', and with h = 0.9 
(32) and TI of approximately 1 s, the difference between 
TI' and TI is only approximately 1%. 

Thus, after a global correction for relaxation in blood, 
the signal will show an approximately linear increase 
with time, after the initial transit delay At, with a slope 
equal to zMoJ. And because Mob is a global parameter, a 
map of the slope is, in fact, an uncalibrated map of 
perfusion. Absolute calibration requires a separate mea- 
surement of Mob (ie. ,  the image signal of a voxel filled 
with fiilly relaxed blood). The slope of the curve can be 
measured with a minimum of two pulsed ASL measure- 
ments, if the TI of the first measurement is after At, and 
the second TI is before the end of the tag reaches the 
slice. We refer to this as a double-subtraction strategy 
because a pulsed ASL measurement at one TI requires a 
subtraction of tagged and control images, and the snbse- 
quent subtraction of two ASL signals at two TIs (after 
correction for decay in blood) yields a measure of the 
slope. 

Relaxing the Assumptions of the Standard Model 

As an illustration of the use of the general model, the 
effects of adopting more realistic forms for c(t), df), and 
m(t) are illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, we illustrate 
three different departures from the standard model rep- 
resented by Eq. 121: 

1. The delivery function is replaced by a smoother 
input function c(t), appropriate for delivery de- 
scribed by a range of transit times. In Fig. 3 (top), the 
smoothed versions of c(t) are shown on the left for 
both pulsed and continuous labeling. The resulting 
signal curves shown on the right were calculated by 
numerically calculating the convolution in Eq. [I]. 
Both the standard model curves and the curves with 
modified c ( f )  are shown. The time when a typical 
pulsed ASL measurement is made ( t  = 1 s) is indi- 
cated, along with the time when a measurement is 
made with continuous labeling using the approach 
of Alsop and Detre (131, in which a delay is inserted 
before imaging. For the more conventional contin- 
uous labeling approach, imaging would occur at the 
peak of the continuously labeled signal. Because the 
perfusion estimate is proportional to the signal mag- 
nitude at these measurement times, the difference 
between the two curves resulting from different 
forms of c(t) indicates the magnitude of error in the 

pASL cASL / pcASL
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Parameters

• Perfusion

➡ Want to know this         - variable

• Bolus arrival time

➡ Want to correct for this - variable

• Bolus duration

➡ Set by sequence             - fixed

• T1 tissue

➡ 1.3 s at 3T                     - fixed

• T1 blood

➡ 1.66 at 3T                      - fixed

Estimate this from the data

Single-delay: assume a value
(minimize sensitivity of data)

Multi-delay: Estimate this from the 
data

Basic Processing : M.A. Chappell

Parameters

LABEL

AIF

cASL/pcASL

AIF

pASL

LABEL

Set by labelling duration
bolus duration = label duration

Set by spatial extent
bolus duration not defined

QUIPSSII often used to define 
bolus duration
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Parameters

• Perfusion

➡ Want to know this         - variable

• Bolus arrival time

➡ Want to correct for this - variable

• Bolus duration

➡ Set by sequence             - fixed

• T1 tissue

➡ 1.3 s at 3T                     - fixed

• T1 blood

➡ 1.66 at 3T                      - fixed

Estimate this from the data

Single-delay: assume a value
(minimize sensitivity of data)

Multi-delay: Estimate this from the 
data

Know this from sequence
(multi-delay: estimate from data)

Based on literature
Estimate from separate image

e.g. saturation recovery of control images

(multi-delay: estimate from data)
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The Three Steps to Perfusion Quantification

➡ Tag-control subtraction
➡ Kinetic model inversion
➡ M0 calculation (calibration)

Advanced processing in ASL

Michael A. Chappell
michael.chappell@eng.ox.ac.uk

www.ibme.ox.ac.uk/QuBIc

Institute of Biomedical Engineering & Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain
University of Oxford.
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Advanced: Partial Volume Correction

• Partial voluming of GM and 
WM inevitable.

• Leads to GM perfusion 
underestimation
➡WM perfusion < GM
➡WM blood arrival > GM
➡WM  T1  < GM

Johnson et al.Radiology 234, 2005.
Asllani et al., MRM 60(6), 2008.
Chappell et al., MRM 65(4), 2011.WMGM

~3 mm

~
3 

m
m

x5 mm

Structural 
segmentation

‘Partial volume 
estimates’
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Advanced: Partial Volume Correction

• Partial voluming of GM and 
WM inevitable.

• Leads to GM perfusion 
underestimation
➡WM perfusion < GM
➡WM blood arrival > GM
➡WM  T1  < GM

• Correction
➡ PV estimates from 

segmenting structural.
➡Derive GM and WM 

perfusion estimates

ΔM = PVGMΔMGM + PVWMΔMWM 
ASL signal in each voxel is now:

➡ Cannot solve voxelwise.
➡ Use some form of constraint:

- Fix WM perfusion
- Spatial smoothness

Johnson et al.Radiology 234, 2005.
Asllani et al., MRM 60(6), 2008.
Chappell et al., MRM 65(4), 2011.

PVGM standard corrected
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Advanced: Partial Volume Correction

• Partial voluming of GM and 
WM inevitable.

• Leads to GM perfusion 
underestimation
➡WM perfusion < GM
➡WM blood arrival > GM
➡WM  T1  < GM

• Correction
➡ PV estimates from 

segmenting structural.
➡Derive GM and WM 

perfusion estimates

Chappell et al., MRM 65(4), 2011.
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Advanced: Macro Vascular Contamination

• Early TIs may contain label 
still within larger arteries.
➡ perfusion overestimation

Tissue
(voxel)

LABEL

 + venous 
outflow

tissue 
perfusion

‘AIF’ +

Negligible due to 
T1 decay
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Advanced: Macro Vascular Contamination

• Early TIs may contain label 
still within larger arteries.
➡ perfusion overestimation

• Use long TI/PLD(s)

• Use flow suppressing 
gradients

• Include in model - multi-TI 
data
➡ provides estimate of 

arterial blood volume

Chappell et al., MRM 63(5), 2010.

aBV and TOF MIP


